
The construction sector is one of the most targeted for crime  in the UK, yet a 
surprisingly low proportion of construction  companies in the UK purchase Crime 
Insurance or are even  aware of the cover that is available.

The challenging conditions in recent years, combined with  the rapid growth in 
technology, has seen a huge increase in  losses to construction companies across 
the UK.

CRIME INSURANCE FOR THE 
CONSTRUCTION SECTOR

THE GROWING THREAT  

Technology and legislation are creating new threats in the construction sector. Drones, artificial intelligence and mobile 
technology are examples of an ever-changing industry but this technology can also be used by criminals. This new technology 
also has advanced or increased data, which is more commonly becoming a target for Cyber Criminals to exploit. 

Things to consider: 

 f A breach in data can result in reputation damage with your clients. Under GDPR, the commissioner has the right to name and 
shame, which can in turn damage your reputation to potential clients. 

 f Would your staff be able to spot a scam? Although people are aware not to respond emails in respect of things such as 
offshore lottery wins and foreign inheritance, cyber criminals have become much more sophisticated in recent times and are 
able to send convincing emails interpreting key stakeholders within a business. 

THE TRADITIONAL EXPOSURE 
Traditionally, the predominant exposure is theft by a 
company’s own employees or contractors hired in. Typical 
losses include:

 f Payments to false vendors 

 f Excessive ordering of materials 

 f Fraud 

 f Theft of plant on the same day it arrived 

Although the above is in respect of finances, the knock-on 
effect from a loss such as these can result in much more 
damage. 

Some examples of this would include:  

 f Reputation Damage when involving a client’s money 

 f Delay in the site resulting in future losses 

 f Time on contractors’ staff investigating and recovering 
from the loss 

Often the knock-on effects of a crime loss can outweigh the 
original loss by as much as 3:1 



THE SOLUTION    

In short, seek cover via a comprehensive Crime Insurance policy. Covers vary from insurer to insurer with options available as to 
the level of cover you require. However, policies can be set up to include the following 

 f Employee Fraud and Dishonesty 

 f Commercial Disruption 

 f Own Money, securities and Property 

 f Third Party Money, Securities and Property that you are responsible for 

 f Cyber Crime 

 f Defence costs for third party accusations against employees for fraud and dishonesty 

 f Telephone fraud 

 f Third party Crime 

 f Computer violation by an employee 

 f Public relations costs following a covered claim to limit or mitigate the impact on your business

 f Court Attendance Costs 
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Full review of your demands 
and needs 

A dedicated point of service 
throughout the policy period 

An expert understanding of the 
industry sector 

Assistance with declarations and 
proposal forms 

Strong relationships 
with insurers


